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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

With the migration of database applications from enterprise-owned data centers

to cloud environments, developers face many challenges with deploying data manage-

ment applications on infrastructure as a service (IaaS) clouds. On the cloud, data

processing services can be paid for individually and on-demand, so an ideal solu-

tion to workload management problems would minimize monetary constraints while

supporting different performance goals.

Previously, this task would fall to database administrators, who would have to

spend time to solve these problems on a case-by-case basis. Further, while simple

versions of these problems are easy to solve, very complex examples are not intuitive

to reason about and thus become difficult to solve. We would like to automate as

much of this task for the DBA as possible. Machine learning offers a learning-based

approach to solving these problems, freeing up DBA time, as well as coming up with

better solutions.

My thesis focuses on developing machine learning approaches to some of these

workload management related problems.

One common problem is that of resource provisioning (the provisioning of new

VMs), workload distribution (placing queries on VMs), and query scheduling (the

order in which to run queries). WiSeDB [13] [14] and BanditDB [15] are two different

machine learning based approaches to this problem; WiSeDB uses supervised learning,

whereas BanditDB uses reinforcement learning. While these two approaches already
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

address this problem, the two systems were unified into a single workload management

service for my thesis.

Another problem is that of data-driven fragmentation and fragment distribution,

which we address in the ongoing work. Data fragmentation is concerned with how

split tables in a database into fragments, while fragment distribution is concerned

with how many copies of each fragment to create, and which fragments to place on

which VMs.

My senior thesis focused on unifying WiSeDB and BanditDB into a single pro-

totype that would demonstrate each strategy, as well as to design and implement a

solution to the problem of data fragmentation.
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CHAPTER 2

WiSeDB

Consider the following problem: in Figure 2.1, we are given four blocks - two with

a size of 8 units, and two with a size of 2 units. We would like to pack these blocks

in as few bins as possible. What is the optimal way to pack these blocks if no bin is

larger than 8 units?

Figure 2.1. An Example Workload

The optimal solution, as demonstrated in Figure 2.2a, is to place the two 8-unit

blocks into their own bins, and the two 2-unit blocks together into one bin. This

packing is equivalent to first-fit-decreasing (FFD) - a common heuristic that places

blocks in order of decreasing size.

What if the bins are no larger than 10 units? Figure 2.2b demonstrates that we

can get rid of an entire bin by pairing together an 8-unit block and a 2-unit block

into each bin. If we were to use FFD for this example, we’d end up with Figure 2.2a

again - two bins with 8-unit blocks on their own, and another bin with two 2-unit
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CHAPTER 2. WISEDB

(a) Bins of Size 8 (b) Bins of Size 10

Figure 2.2. Optimal Solutions for Different Bin Sizes

blocks. We have enough space in our first to blocks to fit the 2-unit blocks, but using

the FFD heuristic does not give us that optimal solution.

This example mirrors the problems of research provisioning, query placement, and

query scheduling. The blocks are queries, the units are the amount of time it takes

each query to complete (the latency), the bins are VMs, and the bin size is the amount

of time we want all the queries to be completed within (the SLA). The result - a list

of bins with blocks in them - is the workload schedule.

This example is simple, but reasoning about the optimal solution becomes more

difficult as workload specifications get more complex. To that end, we want to au-

tomate as much of this task for the DBA as possible. Using machine learning tech-

niques, our goal is to generate a cost-effective workload schedule based on specific

workload characteristics and performance goals while minimizing the cost of using

cloud resources.

WiseDB is a batch-scheduling approach to this problem. It uses supervised learn-

ing on a random training set to generate decision trees, which are used to schedule a

batch of queries.
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CHAPTER 2. WISEDB

2.1. Previous Research

Previous solutions have addressed each of the three problems in isolation, which

leads to difficulty in integrating the three separate systems and configuring them to

work together. Other systems have not incorporate many different and complex types

of performance metrics into their approaches.

Some previous solutions, such as [5], [9], [10], and [12], address the problem of

mapping each user to a single machine in order to meet performance goals, but do

not address how to order or schedule queries. [18] gives the user multiple SLAs for

various workloads, but does not address the problem of query scheduling and only

supports per-query latency SLAs. iCBS [2] offers an approach for ordering queries,

but does not consider multiple VMs or non-linear functions for performance goals.

SLA-Tree [3] supports scheduling and provisioning, but, like iCBS, only supports

stepwise SLAs. [17] and [7] both assume a single performance metric and do not

address query scheduling.

2.2. WiSeDB Approach

Using a workload specification and performance metrics provided by the user,

WiseDB generates a decision tree based on a similar sample workload. In this decision

tree, the nodes are features - characteristics about the provisioned VMs and workload

specification. Using the decision tree, WiseDB schedules queries and provisions VMs

one-by-one, based on a workload that the user inputs.

The performance metrics are input as Service Level Agreements (SLA). An SLA is

a guarantee that the service provider will process all queries within a certain amount

of time. In return for processing the query within that time frame, the user pays the

service provider a cost, which takes into account the strictness of the SLA, the cost of
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provisioning VMs, and the penalty function for missing a deadline. Each generated

model is designed to minimize the cost the user pays to the provider while meeting

application defined performance goals. An SLA is input as a value and a type, where

the type can be:

(1) Max - all queries will be completed within X amount of time

(2) Per Query - each query will take no longer than X time to complete

(3) Percentile - 90% of queries will be completed within X amount of time

(4) Average - the average time it takes to complete a query is X

WiseDB is designed to handle efficient scheduling of a batch workload, where the

templates/query types of the workload are known a priori. This implies that we

also have a way to predict or know in advance the expected execution time of each

incoming query (also known as the latency).

2.3. Generating the Decision Tree

To generate the decision tree, a user first must submit a workload specification

and performance metrics. A workload specification takes the form of a list of query

templates, while performance metrics are input as an SLA amount and type. Based

on the workload specification, WiSeDB generates sample workloads. Then, for each

sample workload, an optimal schedule is generated by:

(1) Represent scheduling decisions as edges with a weight equal to the cost of

performing that decision

(2) Find a minimum path through the graph

Once the optimal schedule is generated for each sample workload, a training set is

generated for the decision tree classifier. The training set contains pairs of decisions
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and the features that were present when that decision was made. The features are

then extracted to form a decision tree.

Figure 2.3. A Sample Decision Tree

An example decision tree is visible in Figure 2.3. This tree generates the schedule

in Figure 2.2a, with the sample workload in Figure 2.1, where the 8-unit block is a

query of type 5 and the 2-unit block is a query of type 1. To schedule the workload,

the tree is parsed until there are no more unscheduled queries. First, we check if we

have any unscheduled queries of type 5 (an 8-unit block). Since all the queries are

unscheduled, we do, so we go down to the leftmost child of that node. Is there space

for a query of type 5 on the current VM? The current VM is empty, so we schedule

a query of type 5 on that VM.

Then, we go through the tree again. Do we have a query of type 5? Yes, we have

one left. Does 5 fit on the current VM? No, because the VM and the query are both

8 blocks large. Thus, we provision a new VM.

We go through the tree another time, and schedule the last query of type 5 on

the new VM.
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CHAPTER 2. WISEDB

Now, we have 2 queries left of type 1 (2-unit blocks). So we don’t have a query of

type 5, and a query of type 1 doesn’t fit on the current VM because the 8-unit block

is taking up all the space, so we provision a new VM.

Finally, we place both 2-unit blocks on the last provisioned VM.
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CHAPTER 3

BanditDB

Like WiSeDB, BanditDB is a machine learning based approach to the problems of

resource provisioning, workload distribution, and query scheduling. However, unlike

WiSeDB, BanditDB approaches this problem using reinforcement learning instead of

supervised learning.

For WiseDB, a batch schedule is generated after the input of a workload specifi-

cation and performance model. The latency - the amount of time it takes a query to

run - is a necessary part of the workload specification. However, latency is difficult to

measure and often not accurate, so it would be preferable to remove the dependency

on that. A solution to end the reliance on latency predictions is to actually run the

query and record how long it takes.

Further, because WiseDB is a batch scheduler, it does not take into account how

workloads may change over time - there may be a lot of similar queries sent on the

weekend, and an entirely different set of queries sent on weekdays. WiseDB’s schedule

might only work well for one of them. We can add the ability for the schedule to

adapt to changes in the workload specification and resource availability by building

a system that can learn from its decisions and adapt its future actions accordingly.

Thus, an improved approach would be to continually send new queries to the

system, placing them on VMs by some common heuristic at first, until enough in-

formation is learned about the system. After each decision to place a query on a

VM, the performance of that query is evaluated and used to make better decisions in
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the future. This solution is an example of reinforcement learning, which solves the

problem well because it learns by evaluating actions and the results of those actions,

rather than requiring a lot of information the DBA may not necessarily know.

3.1. Related Work

While BanditDB was developed in response to WiSeDB, [1] and [11] both contain

reinforcement learning based approaches to resource allocation. Both use Markov

Decision Processes, unlike BanditDB’s use of Thompson sampling, to make decisions

based on the system state and workload specification.

3.2. BanditDB Approach

The reinforcement learning process contains three factors: a context, a decision,

and an observation. The context includes the characteristics (features) of the system,

the decision is a scheduling decision about the query, and the observation includes

the results of the decision. To understand the reinforcement learning process, one

useful reinforcement learning abstraction is contextual multi-armed bandits.

A gambler plays on a row of slot machines - called one-armed bandits - and needs

to decide which slot machine arms to pull to maximize the sum of rewards received.

For each round, the gambler decides a bandit to play, pulls the arm, and observes the

result of the action - the amount of money they win or lose. By continually pulling

arms on different bandits, the gambler can use the information they gained from their

past experiences to come up with a strategy.

BanditDB uses a tiered system of contextual multi-armed bandits. These multi-

armed bandits are arranged into tiers where each tier has 1 or more bandit (see

Figure 3.1). In this case, the bandits are VMs and the tiers represent different types

of VMs offered by the service provider.
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Figure 3.1. Tiers of Multi-Armed Bandits

As queries arrive one-by-one, they enter the system to be placed. To place a query,

BanditDB starts at the first VM in the highest tier and is allowed to make any of the

following decisions:

(1) Accept - place the query at the current VM

(2) Down - move the query to the next tier. If there isn’t a VM on that tier,

create one

(3) Pass - move the query to the next VM on the same tier. If there isn’t a VM

to go to, create one

After making a decision (Accept, Down, or Pass), the system takes note of the

features in the context that were available at the time of the decision. These features

are characteristics about the current state of the system. Based on the context,

the decision, and the results of that decision, the system improves upon its future

decisions.

While there are many different types of characteristics that could be captured,

we don’t want to store them all because it would take the system too long to learn.

However, we want to store enough to accurately describe the current state. Some

features that are used are:
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(1) Tables in the database that the query uses

(2) Memory availability

(3) Number of queries in the queue

(4) I/O rate

(5) Network cost
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CHAPTER 4

Demo

In the demo [16] I created for my thesis, I combined the WiSeDB and BanditDB

systems into one demo application. This application allows the user to specify their

workload specification as sample query templates and their performance metrics as

an SLA and SLA type. Then, they are able to select between the supervised learning

approach (WiSeDB) and the reinforcement learning approach (BanditDB). Figure 4.1

shows the user input section of the demo, Figure 4.2 shows the WiSeDB results, and

Figure 4.3 shows the BanditDB results.
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Figure 4.1. User Input Section of Demo
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Figure 4.2. Results with Supervised Learning Selected
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Figure 4.3. Results with Reinforcement Learning Selected
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Ongoing Work

With IaaS clouds, a database is split up into sections (fragments) and distributed

across multiple VMs in a network. When a query arrives, it arrives at a particular

VM, which has to either: process the query if it has all the data it needs locally

stored, or request the data from another node(s).

Requesting data from another node takes time (communication cost), and might

make it harder for a query to be completed within a performance metric. To minimize

that, it would make sense to store all the fragments on each VM, but each VM has

limited space and it is redundant to have so many copies of the database.

We want to figure out where to split up the database into fragments, how many

copies of each fragment to have, and where to place those copies. We approach this

problem with a profit-based model, where each VM seeks to maximize its profit and

the system seeks to minimize the amount of VMs used, given that each VM has a

space constraint. Our approach keeps track of how often the tuples in each fragment

are accessed by different queries and uses that information to distribute fragments,

split fragments into two, and join fragments together.

5.1. Previous Research

There are four previous systems that we researched - Mariposa [19], DYFRAM

[6], SWORD [8], and Schism [4].

In Mariposa, a centrally-planned economy is responsible for much of the decision-

making. In the economic system, nodes bid for queries in auctions and a broker
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decides on winning nodes. Additionally, nodes can buy fragments from other nodes,

sell fragments to other nodes, and delete their fragments. With a system based

on monetary transactions, nodes would always seek to minimize their expenses and

maximize their profits.

With Mariposa, a problem arises around the broker: a centrally-planned economy

with a broker controlling all transactions introduces a lot of overhead and could be

simplified with a more distributed system of decision-making. Furthermore, Mariposa

relies on monetarily quantifying transactions between nodes, the broker, and the user,

but the money used in the Mariposa system does not translate to real money. This

creates a barrier for the user to interact with the system. Lastly, Mariposa includes

a lot of confusing and lengthy implementation details, such as update streams and

different types of advertisements, that make it difficult to implement and use.

DYFRAM is similar to our system in that it logs a histogram at every node that

contains the access frequency of each tuple. Using this information, each node makes

decisions about whether to split or join fragments based on a cost function. The

DYFRAM system is decentralized, since each node makes its own decisions about

its fragments, which leads to increased resiliency at the cost of increased overhead.

Further, the DYFRAM system assumes a fixed number of nodes, which does not allow

for automatic scalability.

SWORD and Schism both include a hypergraph-based approach to database frag-

mentation. The system first creates a hypergraph where the nodes are rows in a data-

base and edges are queries. Then, they minify the hypergraph by combining similar

rows and queries, and finds the optimal cut of the minimal graph. This approach

seeks to minimize the network costs for the entire system, but is computationally
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intensive, and does not consider that replication could be used as a tool to further

decrease costs.

5.2. Our Research

Figure 5.1 shows the general architecture of our system. Our research focuses on

a solution to the problems of making fragments and assigning fragments to VMs by

using a real-world money model to minimize the amount of provisioned VMs. When

a query arrives, it is routed to a set of VMs for processing. These VMs keep track

of the frequency that each tuple in the database is accessed - this density estimate is

then used to create fragments and distribute them.

QQQ
Query 
Routing

F1

F2

F1

F3

F2

F4

Fragmentation DistributionDensity 
Estimation

Figure 5.1. NashDB System Architecture

Same-size fragments are initially created using value-based fragmentation, dupli-

cated based on how frequently they are accessed, and then distributed across VMs

according to the following properties:

(1) Minimize the amount of VMs needed

(2) Two or more fragments of the same type may not appear on the same VM

This type of bin-packing is called class-constrained bin-packing.
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After each ”round” of query processing, the variance of fragments is calculated,

and a random fragment is chosen to be split or joined. For a given fragment, we

compute the expected income per share (copy) and the cost of storing a fragment

on the machine. We create enough shares that the profit approaches, but doesn’t

go below, 0. The fragments are then re-distributed among the VMs. Our approach

guarantees a nash equilibrium because, after re-distribution, no VM can gain more

profit by obtaining another fragment.

5.3. Splitting and Joining Fragments

After each round, the variance of each fragment is computed based on the density

estimate of its tuples. The density estimate corresponds to the average dollar value of

a tuple, which correlates to how often the tuple was accessed by queries in the past.

A high variance means that some tuples in a fragment were accessed far more often

than other tuples, whereas a low variance means that all the tuples in a fragment

were accessed about the same amount of times.

If a fragment with high variance were to be replicated, the lower-accessed tuples

would be over-replicated, as it isn’t necessary to make so many copies of them, and

the higher-accessed tuples would be under-replicated, so there wouldn’t be enough

copies made of them.

After the variance for each fragment has been found, a fragment is chosen based

on a weighted random choice. This fragment is then split into two fragments by

finding the optimal split point, which is defined as the point where, had the fragment

been split, the two resulting fragments would each have the lowest variance possible.

Then, for each group of three consecutive fragments, the variance of each fragment

individually is compared to the variance had the three fragments been joined into two.

They are joined if it would result in a decrease of variances across the board.
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Joining fragments, though it may appear to initially be counterintuitive, is advan-

tageous because there is a minimum fragment size. If fragments can never be joined,

optimal splits may not be found.

5.4. Results

Figure 5.2 shows the results of NashDB compared to SWORD for different datasets.

SWORD (set cover) are the results of the SWORD algorithm, whereas SWORD

(greedy) are the results of using SWORD fragments with NashDB’s query router.

Each point corresponds to a cost/latency pair that is offered by the system.

Figure 5.2a was run on a randomly generated dataset, Figure 5.2b was run on

a real dataset, and Figure 5.2c was run on a dataset whose access patterns are a

binomial distribution.

For all three datasets, NashDB results are all Pareto efficient - a state where

it is impossible to reallocate resources without making at least one other individual

worse off. More specifically, a point on the cost vs. latency graph is Pareto efficient

if the user could not possible have a better (lower) latency at the same cost, or a

better (lower) cost at the same latency. Our results form a boundary at the lower

end of the graph. Since they are all Pareto efficient locations, that boundary forms a

Pareto frontier. The results of Figure 5.2 shows that, for any given point on the cost

vs. latency graph, NashDB constantly performs better - either delivering a better

latency for the same price, or a better price for the same latency.
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Figure 5.2. Cost vs. Latency Tradeoffs for Different Datasets
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